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It's 9:17 a.m. Do you know where your car is? Gall Averill's car being towed from In front of the SUB recently. Photo by Russ P. Markus
Finding your own space
Parking problems at BSU are a matter of who you talk to
Vying for off campus parking can be $10,000per stall." Ryule is confident that
hazardous as well,as student Pat Jones will the extra 3()(}-4()() spaces provided after the
testify. He receiveda broken tailight and a demolition of the old buildings will solve
'crunched fender in a recent attempt to park the limited close in parking situation.
off campus. Diamond Parking is the private company
Aca .Ryule, chairman of the parking that has the daily task of maintaining
SgW.!!lj~~~_~~~~~.e,h~'1't,J,1~ar..~,anycstl;lde.nt.. ' ,BSU's parking, They receive a flat rate of
complaints, yet he admits· tnat"close;iif - v- $350· pe~('m,onth,.and. .do- not share any
parking is not always plentiful. Ryule said commission. or parking revenues. They :
that several old buildings including the enforce parking regulations 24 hours a day
current KBSU structure are scheduled for' Monday through Thursday.
demolition, and the space they sit will be . Siebolt says that BSU'~parking program
made general parking. , , ISbetter than.most. BSU s fi.nesare.lower,
Ryule also says' that parking rates were as wellas towing costs. The highest ticket at
raised this year to repair potholes in BSU is $7.50. "At the University of
existing lots and update signs and parking Washington in Seattle parking fineswent as
equipment. He says that due to this fee high as $25.00." Siebolt said.
increaseand economizedprocedures by the Siebolt says that as long as peoplehave to
parking office that the parking program park any. dista~ce from their destin~tion,
will break even or profit this year. then parking willbe somewhat of an Issue.
Multi-level garages have been proposed He feels that under current policies and
for on-campus construction, however standards, student attitude and cooperation
according to Ryule they'will probably not • is the best he's seen, and hopes the parking
materialize.He says, "A singlestall in such office and student body can build better
a structure would cost between $4,OOQ., lines of communications.
by WarrenB. McWlIIlams
The University News
Although parking seems to be a major
.~, ..... campaign issue to many BSU students
.-:~N during' student body elections,· it"becomes
, < . -: '" -hard toplnpoint any definite.problelluvh~,n
. ;'" the parking situation is examined. ".
"Our biggest concern is that students
don't realize we do not set parking policy
here, we only enforce it and maintain it,"
says Bob Siebolt,manager of BSU's
parking office. Siebolt says' that parking
policy is set by a separate committee, and
sometimes even the administration. When
the State Board of Educationmeets, certain
areas are marked or barricaded off and not
ticketed. If a member happens to be
ticketed they can have it voided in the
parking office. Permits are made available
in most caseswhen these types of meetings
occur.
The parking office is not designed as a
moneymaking venture. Siebolt explained
that as far back as seven years he hasn't
seenany profit generated. Parking revenues
for the 1982-83 academicyear amounted to
$79,000. $20,000 of this went to the
financial aids office to be used in academic
scholarships. The remaining revenue was
used for the cost of employment, decals,
permits, letters, paving and on-campus
road signs. The parking office also solicits
bids from tow truck companies and takes
the lowest bid;
. Jack Christie of Pacific Towing who
received this year's bid '.said he is losing
money atBSU becauseof overhead. Pacific
Towing's predecessor, Ai's Towing said
they had the same problems;
On Feb. 13, student Gail Averill's car
was towedfrom in front of the SUB and it
'cost her $28 to reclaim it several hours
later. She is currently arguing with the
, parking office over a ticket discrepency.
Parking control will tow a car after three
tickets have been issued without the fines
being paid. The offender will receive a
certified letter revokingparking rights, and .
'then have their licensenumber placed on a
black list Carried,by parking' attendents.. '
Student complaintsvary...Rebln Crewsa
managementmajor can't see paying $12 to
'park in the main stadium parking lot when
'she can walk twenty steps farther andpar~
> for free at the east end ofthe .same lot.
Mary Pollack is concerned that she can
"seldom fmd oncampu5 parking for night
{claSses and basta. walk elon,e~owndark,
"streets.to .reachcampus.
Senate talks tuition
"In this way, we can get involved and have
something to say in this' matter."
According to him, there is a good chance
Idaho's three state universities are in that the 1984 legislaturewillpass the tuition
disagreement over the recent proposal to bill.
mandate in-state tuition for Idaho's under- 'The 1984 legislaturehas yet to discuss the
graduate university students. tuition bill on' the floor but all sides are
BSU has thrown its support behind the apparently gearing up for the fight.
proposed tuition. resolution with specific The senate will first look at the bill and
conditions.ASBSU VicePresident Richard either pass it or defeat it. The bill calls for a
Jung presented BSU's stance on tuition at state constitutional amendment autlIorizing
Monday's senate caucus meeting. ' in-state tuition to be placed on the
Jung saidtlIat ASBSU will support November ballot. After senate exam-
in-state tuition providing that the state ination, the bill' goes to the house for
legislature accept six stipulations into: the passage and then onto the governo's desk. '
current reading of the bill. They are: If the bill has any steam left at that point, it '
I. Tuition shall not be abused' to cover will be placed on the November ballot.
funding shortfall by the state. ,Presently, the Idaho constitution pro-
2. The state simultaneously commits itself hibits charging students tuition; Rather
.to providing the accompanied funds.tlIan tuition; students have traditionally
'3. The stlldents would pay 2S01o .of the total paid. for their education through a System
,cost of education and not the projected of fees. Under the, tuition proposal some,
33% currClitlymandated by legislators as butnofall,.of the fees would be taken off
the student's fair share. , of student's shoulders.,
4•. Increased, availability of financial aid Students that currently attend asu pay ,
funds.',,·, '. . . .',... $4OS'in fees. If tuition becomes part of.
S. Tuition, ifacceptedby thesiaie's voters' Idaho's higher,education costs, the student
, shall be adopted over a period of years. would pay $24S'infees rather than $4OS.
6.;Any'twtionpaid'byBSUstudents shall The $24S .includes funds for the Pavilion
be kept on the BSUcampUS":JwigSaidthat; . ' building .Jund,,'the' theater "futld,student
'BSU's position,()ntuitioriiSapositive,one.acuvitjes, heaitlI insurance and health
by Kelly Love
The University News
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IN ARMYNUJI$,.NG YOU KEEP
ADD!ING NEW SKILLS.
.lr's important that you're treated wirh the digniry and respect accorded
an Armv officer, And irs important to work in a modern medical center,
earn a top salarv, and travel, But perhaps the most important aspect of
Army ~\using is the dedication to education, In Armv ~ursing you have
the opportunity to attend professional conferences. pursue advanced
degrees and study a varierv of nursing specialties,
If you're a student working on your B~ or if you already have a BS~
and are registered to practice in the United Stares or Puerto Rico, look
into Army ~ursing.. Stop by or call us: 802,5244568
Bldg, 108 Soldiers Circle fort Douglas, Utah.
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studyirig in.London; Avignon, France; and
Guadalaja~a, ..Mexico 'as part' of the .
uOivetsiiy's' Studies Abroad' program this
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.' Attending courses in •London wi~ be:
Heidi Hiller, daughter of Patricia' Hiller of
Coeur d'Alene-and Dr. Hollen J. J:lillerof
Idaho.Fall~i AniLSproed"daugh,ter>of
Robert ·.and·· MarySproed ..,of-Bilker;
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and Barbara Criner of < Coeur d'Alene;
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Elvin and Margaret Gallagher.> ., .••..
Ano· .•Castro, ...a Boise ,resident' and
employee of. the .'.Idaho. Mi~a';it' Gouncil, .
will spend a spring seme.sterin Avigno~,<
.Shar()D.Sorensenof. 'B0isewiUbe. stu4YJng.\
Mexjciul.Jut'··bistotY,:;cultu,re.·and:s!yjli •.
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ASBSU 83..84 Senate overview
New student club funding procedures,
conflict of interest in .senatorial votes,
funding of the BSU Daycare Center
playground equipment, and revised senate
job prerequisites are among the major
issues faced by the 1983-84 ASBSU.
The 1983-84 ASBSU government
distributed approximately $250,000 in
student fees to clubs and organizations,
ASBSUVice-President Richard Jung said.
A large portion of student fees goes toward
support of the Student Programs Board,
The University News, the ASBSU
Administration and KBSU. In 1983·84,
these organizations received .$150,000 of
the total ASBSU monies available.
"The budget is the ongoing thing and is
the most time consuming," said Senate
President Pro-Tern Steve Jackson, a Health
Science senator.
Although new guidelines for funding
clubs are not yet officially enacted, some
'proposed changes include a matching dollar
program and preferential treatment for
older clubs. Senate and administration
acceptance of the new procedures is mixed.
"As it stand now, it would take a new
club, just forming, ten years to be able to
get, in my opinion, equitable funding with
the already established clubs. That's the
point I don't like. You don't penalize new
organizations because they are new," Jung
said.
Senator Gina Christensen, Arts &
.Sciences, said, "I think the set guidelines
and procedures will help." Jackson said
club members had expressed relief to have
funding guidelines established.
"It will hurt certain clubs and benefit the
same number of clubs at the other end of
the spectrum. We're hoping for the most
part that clubs will not be adversely
affected. by the new procedure," .Jackson
said.
The senate dealt with the issue of conflict
of interest in December when two members
of the senate requested $250' for a
recreational ski club trip to Sun Valley.
Senator Dennis White, Education, and
former Senator Joe Brennan along with
former Senator Jeff Stitzel were officers in
the club which White said had "five to to
members." Stitzel abstained from voting
but White and Brennan voted for the
funding.
The senate dealt adequately with the
problem according to Jung.
"When something like that comes up, I
think the senate is smart enough that those
things get nipped very quickly," Jung said.
"The senate 'rectified that in the respect
that they realized a definite conflict of
interest in the situation and chose not to let
it pass. My persOilaIfeeling is that the issue
should of never been brought up."
The senate defeated the funding proposal
by a roIl-call vote of 4 to 4 with one
abstention. "I don't look favorably on that
kind of situation," Jackson said. "I don't
think that's representation."
Senate. balks on reallocation
by Jessie Faulkner
The University News'
by Jeff Morris
The University News
i
Senator Dennis :Vhlte, ('';:iege. of Education, confers with Senator Rick Farnsworth,
CoIlege of Buslness, during a recent caucus meeting. Photo by Karl Enochs
Senator White disagreed on the presence additional funding.
of conflict of interest. "I'm a student first Later, according to Jackson, the club
and foremost," he said. "Just because I'm consisting of many members who have
a senator, to preclude me from joining a children at the daycare center, requested
club and trying to get funding as the other funds for the new playground equipment.
clubs to, I think is hypocritical." In addition, Jackson said, the club had
The senate was again faced with a made arrangements to receive $12,000 from
conflict of interest issue in February when a community organization dependent upon
Senator Brent Huddleston's racquetball receiving ASBSU funding. Jackson said
racquet was stolen from the senate these arrangements had been made prior to
chambers. bringing the request to the senate.
Huddleston requested reimbursement "It occurred to me to expand facilities
from the senate for his loss and voted for would have been one thing, but 1 thought a
the funding. The request was denied, but $3,600 playground seemed ridiculous," he
the senators took up a personal coIlection said. -
to reimburse Huddleston for his loss. At the present, ASBSU senators are not
Huddleston admitted his vote was a required. to fulfill any specific prerequisites
conflict of interest but said that he would for taking office, but that may change.
have voted for the reimbursement had "We are trying to establish some type of
another senator's property been in criteria whereby those students coming into
question. government would at least go through an
According to Robert's Rules of Order, extensive training program," Jackson said.
which the senate uses as a parlimentary Plans for training new senators could be
guide, an official should abstain when a in effect by next faIl Jackson said.
potential conflict of interest exists. , Assessments differ on the overall
"The only policy is that if someone accomplishment of the ASBSU senate this
abstains from voting they have to have a year.
valid reason," Jung said. "Basically, we "This has not been an extremely active
don't like people abstaining, we'd prefer year in any sense of the word. There's been
them to vote but if there is a legitimate no major issues other than the Child Care
conflict of interest, we'I1 accept their Center," Jung said.
abstention." Others disagree. "Finally, for the first
Another issue faced by the senate was time in quite a while I've seen. a positive
contributing to the funding of the BSU step towards positive growth for the
Daycare Center's new playground equip- university," White said.
ment. ASBSU senate voted to contribute According to Jackson, the 1983-84 senate
$3,000 towards the purchase and instal- has taced an uphill battle for prestige after
lation of the new equipment. the last ASBSU administration.
"It's a twenty-year investment, not just a "We lost any good reputation we may
one year, $3,000 shot," White said. "This have had prior to that. We've been trying to
is an investment in our future." reestal;Jlish rapport with those that have
Jackson, however; said it was a political been closing doors on us," he added, "The
issue. The Quality Child Care Club received senate has been' in a restructuring period
.$6,000 on a one-time-only basis during the after some of the damage done by the
spring 1983 ASBSU budgeting process on previous administration. I think we have a
the condition that they would not request well-directed senate."
-Senate
an end to go on to further business.
. The Senate unanimously voted on two
other allocations. One measure reallocated
$203 left over in the Ski Team's account to
allow qualified racers to attend a regional
competition. The other reallocation
allowed .money set aside 'for the poll-
workers'fees to be use in advertising the
upcoMing election,. .
Senator White said there was, some
confusion whether the Ski team qualified as
a team or only certliin iridividuals on the
team qualified •. "I'm no'-saying we
. shouldn't give them the money' by any
means," said White. Senator Kruse said
they did qualify as a team by the nature that
tearn members qualified for competition.
In other action SCnator Farnsworth
asked that the senatevoie on whether to use
'thename ASBSU on;.a< library sign
recommending that ~ple be. quiet in:
consideration of others who' are •studying. ,
The measure passed by a unanimous}ote~' .
The BSU Soccer Club president .will use •••••••••••••••
$470 of personal funds to register the club ~
in the Southern Idaho Soccer League
because the senate was unable to' allocate
funds by the SISL registration deadliile.
The soccer club was registering for spring
competition sponsored by SISL. ' - .
"I felt it would be better to avoid the
paperwork," said soccer club president
Sergios Mavromichalis. The club will
,repay .h!m'. through fundraisirig .activities
'later this year. . . . .
In the Wednesday meeting Vo.Tech
senator Michael Kruse said that the
reallocation was .out of orderbCcause DO
funds had been allocated for league play
this fiscal year. -
Kruse ani!· Business senator. Rick
; Farnsworth then suggested the possibilitY
ofloaningthe soccer club the 470 dollars;I
I
ASBSU Secretary Sue Parsons asked
Mavromichalis if SISL would take a
purchase order number, which is basically a
check number that serves as a promise of
payment. A purchase order number would
hav,: given ASBSU time.to write the check •. '
. The senate also heard a_report· on the
in-state tuition bill now being considered iri
the Idaho legislature; 'given by ASBSU
Lobby 'director Iran Cheshire. He said that
ASBSt) isbehiiidthe bill, provided that six
conditions are made which protect the
student from unfaifincreases;
Discussion at the eitd of Cheshire's
report became a one-on-one' conversation
between .Senator Kruse and Cheshire;
accordirig to ASBSU vice president Richard
Jung; who suggested the discussion conie to
'.
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Public relations jobs require broad skills
Kim Rogers, BSU graduate working In pubUc relations, talks about the field. Photo by Joe
Zehrung
Entplo~ent briefs .
by Bill Barrett
The University News
A broad and' general education at BSU
prepares students with the skills required
for public relations work, "whether they
know it or not," said Dr. Richard Boylan,
BSU associate professor of commun-
ication, who teaches BSU's only formal
course in public relations.
But a variety of skills obtained through
internships and various general courses of
study are here in our' own community,
Boylan maintains.
A diligent student can gain all the
required critical skills and more, he said.
Boylan advises lower year interships to help
a student focus his or her idea of what
particular area he or she might like to work
in.
Going intoa public relations field does
not mean going into journalism or adver-
tising, but having skills in these areas are
pluses to the diversity which is the necessary
background for good public relations
personnel, Boylan said.
Important classes related to public
relations are basic business courses, mar-
keting, ad design and graphics, Boylan
said. "We feel we give a well-rounded
program. "
Dick Rapp, director of the. Career
Planning and Placement office, agreed that
a well-rounded educational background is
what he finds most public relations
personnel employers looking for.
"But you won'! find a public relations
position by looking through the help-
wanted ads in the newspaper," he
explained.
There's a difference between people with
public relations jobs and those who have
'public relations" in their title, Rapp said.
Those jobs with a public relations title have
very narrow definitions and such jobs are
scarce, Rapp said.
Public relations jobs involve various
skills customarily connected with the tools
of the media-writing, speaking, graphics,
photography, video-which are all very
I important to "people who hire public
relations people," Rapp said.
Dr. Robert R. Boren, chairman of the
BSU communication department, said
public relations people are often media
veterans. Law firms and private industry
hire "public relations consultants" to aid in
their publicity because news media people
. are considered public oriented, he said.
This does not mean those' with' media
backgrounds are necessarily the best people
for .the job, however, Boren cautioned,
yet he recommended that students who
want public relations jobs to go into media-
related occupations because those are the
jobs which provide the skills.
Rapp estimates that in contrast to the
jobs with a narrowy defined "public
relations" title, there are "quite a few" job
-opportunities for people with public
relations skills.
Rapp cites his own job as an example of
"a public relations job in many ways."
He has to represent the institution he
works for and maintain ongoing relation-
ships with employers which is characteristic
of public relations occupations. Yet
"public relations" is not listed anywhere in
his job description, Rapp said.
Some of the most valuable communi-
cation skills, which are required for good
public relations people: are not acquired in
classes, according to Rapp. "There isn't
really a single major on campus that gives
you exclusively the tools for public'
relations," Rapp notes.
However, "communications is an
excellent major that you could get into,"
although "English, history, business and
social sciences majors "all seem to have an
equal footing in public relations job.
opportunities, Rapp explained,
Many skills such as graphic are or'
photography can be acquired through
hobby, he said.
"Few people who go into public relations
jobs have degrees in public relations. Most
people move into responsible PR positions
out of other communications jobs," Boren
said.
Kim Rogers, a 1979 BSU business
administration graduate who is now
working on her MBA, is an example of
moving up the public relations stepladder.
She began working in the BSU Focus
office, then was promoted to an infor-
mation specialist position before she
;,1
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Investment Seminar
Summer work of the Associate Degree Nursing programin the fall of 1984, a resident of Idaho,
enrolled full-time (carry at least 8 credits) in
fall of 1984 and have it program grade point
average of 3.0. Financial need and personal
characteristics will also be considered.
To apply for the scholarship, ADN
students are to fill out the BSU Application
for Academic Scholarships which is avail-
able at the Career & Financial Aids office,
and submit it to the Financial Aids office
by March 1 and fill out the short financial
need statement which is available at the
front desk in the Nursing Department, and
leave it at the Nursing Department in an
envelope addressed to Ms. Kathy Martin,
by March 1. Students must also obtain two
letters of reference regarding personal
characteristics (one from the academic
advisor or the clinical instructor and -one
from a non-academic reference), and kave
them sent to Ms. Kathy ·Martin, Nursing
Department, Boise State University.
The recipient of the scholarship will be
notified early in May.
.graduated.
This position normally requires a degree
credential, which was waived in lieu of
Rogers' experience and educational
background. ,
After graduating, Rogers started out as a
planning assistant at Saint Alphonsus
hospital, and she is now spokesperson for
the hospital and director of community
relations.
Among other 'activities, Rogers writes a
quarterly publication for which she also
takes the photographs. She also helps write
the hospital public service announcements.
"There are two focuses, really:
interacting with the outside and com-
municating internally with what we're
doing," Rogers said. She works with
printers, helps 'other departments within the
hospital publish brochures, handles the
advertising for hospital relations and writes
news releases.
. Rogers cautions that'public relations is .
"kind of a hard field to get into. There's
usually only one public relations person
representing any business or organization,
whereas in an accounting firm they may
have five accountants," she said.
A basic skill Rogers said is essential for
those who want to go into public relations
is writing.
"There's a different style for feature
writing, report writing, technical writing-
so the more exposure you get to writing, the
better. I think I've had that passed on to
me, too, from experience," Rogers said.
Rogers said she got about a $6,000 raise
when she became the hospital's community
relations .director. She is noweaflling
between $25,000 to $30,000 yearly, she
said.
People from the Boise public relations
community, including those who operate
their own firms such as' D. Conner and
Keith Patterson of Creative Enterprises,
give advice and tips to students of the
. public relations class, Boylan said.
The Idaho Career Informations System
offers a complete computerized printout on
what kind of jobs in public relations are
available in Idaho and elsewhere, what kind
of businesses or firms hire public relations
people, and the general educational
requtrements for public relations
opportunities.
The system is available .to students
seeking career guidance counseling in room
117 of the Administration Building.
The Boise State University College of
Business is offering the seminar General
Investments and How to Invest in the .
Market beginning Feb. 16 from 6:30-9:30
p.m. in room 202 of the BSU Liberal Arts
Building. The seminar will continue Feb. 23
March 1, 8, IS, 22 and 29. Nigel Oliver of
Merrill Lynch Pierce Fenner & Smith will
instruct the course.
The cost is $65 or ·$70 for continuing
education credit.
For registration information, telephone
385-1126.
More Seminars
- Student Residential Life is accepting
applications for' part-time and full-time
summer work for BSU students. Job
descriptions and applications may be
picked up now from Student Residential
Life, Room 110, Administration building.
Positions available are; assistant
.coordinators, conference aides, resident
advisors, student helper supervisor, student
helpers, grounds maintenance supervisor,
grounds maintenance laborers, and
( painters.
. The deadline for applying is Wednesday,
Feb. 29 and interviews: will be held shortly
afterwards.
Nurse workshop
A workshop for nurses interested in
updating their skllls and maDligemenf of
diabetes will be. Monday, March ~. at
McCleary Auditorium, St. Alphonsus
Regional Medical Center in Boise.
The workshop, sponsored by BSU's
Continuing Nursing Education Project,
will run from 8 a.m, to 4 p.m, and will cost
$40. Students and retirees may register for
$5 and there will be no charge for staff
members of participating hospitals: St.
Luke's and St. A1phonsus regional medical.
centers, Caldwell Memorial Hospital,
Mercy Medical Center, and Veterans
Administration Medical Center.
Faculty for the workshop include Judy
Davis, coordinator of diabetes education at
Deaconess Hospital in Spokane, Wash.;
Barbara Ross, patient education coordi-
nator at St. Luke's' Regional Medical
Center; Clare Flynn, clinical dietician at St. ,
A1phonsus Regional Medical Center, and
Debbie Heckathorn, pharmacist at St.
Luke'sRegional Medical Center.
For further information on registration,
.please telephone BSU's Nursing' depart-
ment at 385-1195.
Law school visit
The Boise State University College of
Business will offer several seminars from
mid-February through May including:
Basics of First' Line Supervision, with
session beginning Feb. 13 and March 12;
General Investments and How to Invest in
the Market. Feb.· 16; Introduction to
Microcomputers, with sessions beginning
Feb. 13, Feb. 27, March 12, April 2 lind
)April 30;. Intermediate First 'Line Super-
vision, April 9; Intermediate Micro-
computing, April 16; Accounting for Small
BUSiness, April 18; Electronic Spread-
sheets; May 4; and Beginning Gift and
Estate Taxation, May 8. . .'
- For information aboutregistration and
fees for the seminars, contactBSU
.Professional . Development Programs at
.385"1126." .
Applications due
Applicatio~ are due by March 1 for an
$800 scholarship for a student entering the
second professional year of the Associate
Degree Nursing program in Fall of 1984.
The scholarship is granted under-ian
endowment established last year by the Ada
County' Medical Society 'Auxiliary .. .
To be eligible for the. scholarship, a
student must be a freshman who will enter
the sophomore. (second professional) year
Sharon Day, Admissions Officer from'
Gonzaga University Law School, will be on
campus Tuesday, March 6 to meet with
individuals interested in learning more
about the school. Juniors and Seniors from
all majors and' alumni and faculty .are
encouraged to attend. Contact the Place-
ment office.toSCheduIe.an appOintment.
I,·1
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NSE •IS looking fora few..good students
by Jeff Kline
The University News
The National Student Exchange program
is looking for students interested in
participating in the exchange program next
year, according to NSE student coordinator
Cindy Asher.
The official deadline for application is
March I, but Asher said she will continue
to accept applications after the deadline if
the student is interested in participating. '
"I am very interested in accepting more
people, as a matter of fact if I can get more
people to come to me ready with the
, application in hand, we will still consider
them," saidAsher.
"The main reason we have NSE is so
students have the opportunity to exchange
to another campus while paying BSU's
in-state tuition rates," said Asher. The
out-going student pays the fees at BSU and
any financial aid is administered through
BSU. '
"NSE gives the student an opportunity
to experience things that he would never get
to do in Boise, Idaho," said Asher. "It is
really a vehicle to get the student out to see
the world)'
According to Asher, you need to have a
little bit of an adventurous spirit to pick up
and move all the way across the country.
She says it is hard for some students to
move away from family and friends, even
for only a short period of time.
"The two biggest difficulties associated
with NSE is being away from family and
friends and dealing with the bureaucratic
red-tape at' an unfamiliar university," said
Asher.
She added that the coordinators at the
various campuses are very helpful. in
assisting the students with scheduling and
paper work.
Requirements for students who par-
ticipate-in the student exchange are not too
stringent. The student must have aOPkof
at least 2.5, must have completed less than
113 credit hours and must be a full-time
student at the time the application is turned
in.
Students who plan on applying for an
exchange for next semester should fill out
the application form right away.
In addition to the application form,
'students also need to obtain a copy of their
transcripts, secure two letters of recom-
mendation, and write a letter to the NSE
, NSE student coordinator Cindy Asher checks dates for exchange applications. Photo by Russ P. Markus
advisory board stating why they wish to increase the number of students involved.
participate in the exchange program. There are 21 students participating in the
The application will then be reviewed by exchange program this semester, but that
the advisory board to determine if the number is lower than Asher anticipated.
student is eligible. Asher said that unless a "The number of students is way down
student has a low OPA, they are not usually this year, and we really don't know why,"
turned down. said Asher. "We used to blame it on the
The advisory board will then try to place recession, but now I think it's a lack of
the student In' one of the four schools listed . student awareness that: the . program is
on the application. If there are no openings available ."
at the preferred schools, the $25 application ' To make the program more attractve for
fee will be returned, but according to future participants the NSE program has
Asher, this almost never happens. added six new campuses to' the list of .
"We roan almost always get the. student member schools. The University of Min-
into his first or second choice school. nesota; one of the largest schools in the
Sometimes there may be too many people country, recently joined the NSE, as did
trying to get. into the same school, but this another popular school, Alabama State
doesn't occur very often," said Asher. University.
In her two years as the student coor- According to Asher, the "sunny"
dinator for· NSE,' Asher has tried to • schools such as the University of Hawaii
and the University of South Florida are
very popular with students who want a
change of climate. East coast schools such
as the University of Maryland are popular
with students looking for a more stringent
academic environment.
Students can sign up for anyone of three
exchange plans ranging in length from on~
semester to two semesters plus a summer
term.
Asher encourages those that are unsure
how long they want to stay to sign up for a
year. It is easier to go home early than it is
to get an extension on an exchange, she
said.
For more information call Cindy Asher
at the National Student Exchange office,
385-1280.
BSU Center for Thinking offers workshop
process. function; breathing, for oxygen is vital to
The "Back to Basics" movement in maintain brain tissue, a rationale for clean
education has helped encourage improve- air and exercise which improves
, The. BSU Center for Thinking, an. ment of thinking skills, Hill said, adding I oxygenation.
organization developed at the beginning of that there is a growing belief that these I Drugs, including prescribed medications
the 1983-84 academic year, is a group of skills can be taught, and an increasing body' and socially accepted chemicals, such as
faculty members and others interested in of knowledge exists as to what these skills alcohol depress brain function, destroy.
the study of thought and thinking, are. brain cells and alter brain activities
according to Dr. Thel Pearson, Center Hill also said that the exact nature 'of including thinking. Adequate rest, and
director. thinking skills is not completely known, but reduction of stress, assist thinking
Affiliated with the College of Education, teachers in the field "can look at a few of processes.
the group meets weekly to discuss theories them, then classify and teach these." Several methods contribute to learning to
and techniques they have heard or read According to Hill, little empirical think, according to Hill. These include a
about which concern thinking. evidence of thought. processes exists, and wide variety of experiences which can
Members who attend conferences in the research on brain function and thinking is themselves be widely applied. Many models
field report findings to the group, which is difficult and continuing. Hill said, "I have of thinking can be used, such as the game
currently offering a. graduate level work- a hunch that people will be saying what I'm "Twenty Questions," math equations and
shop called "Teaching Students to Think." saying 50 years from now, because every indicative reasoning,' all of which can
. The Center is also planning a class for next time you find an answer you find new enhance the ability to think. ' ,
year, but the exact nature of the class has questions." Hill also . said he feels the Hill arid Pearson also said that an'
...119tyet been decided. ., -;-__ ;-_ ;questions areinterestin81~,~e~s~lvc:s..., ...as ..~I,asses,~hicl1..r~uir~}I!S_tant respo"nses
'.The group meets Thursday mornmgs m " Continuing research on the brain and its may not permit formulation of an accurate
the Education building at 7:30 a.m, and the functions is a vast field, involving many answer. People need to be allowed to make
meetings are open to anyone interested, people. It has been established - that the mistakes and not be punished, though
said Pearson. brain contains centers controlling involun- corrected, while learning, he said. '
Dr. Kenneth Hill, a member of the group tary. activities essential to life, such as He also said that listening to others is
who is currently teaching .the .graduate control of breathing and heart beat. necessary. Asking people how they arrive at
workshop with Pearson, said that the , Other areas control voluntary processes their conclusions can make us examine-our
center works closely with the BSU. Faculty such as thinking, which is believed te occur own thinking as' well, Hill said, and he
Development Committ~ to help develop' in the frontal lobes and cortex of the brain. foresees mutual benefits. .
facultymembers'skills. It has been said thatlearn1ngmay be According to Hill, math students should
HiUsaid. that many faculty members are occurring in many areas simultaneously; not only solve problems, but also practice
presently doing research by'testing levels of much is to be learned through research. writing them to facilitate thinking in a
reasoning in BSU students. Hill said the Some Iifestyle-relatc:dareits involving variety of ways. Along the same lines, Hill .
center ....hopes the. program will continue thinking are: nutrition,. as the brain said a student. cannot: funyunderstand
indefinitely as parto(an interdepartmental .requires certain' nutrients 'to live ..and ,'poetry unless the student writes it as wen as
by June Porr
The University NeVIS
reads it.
Hill said it is vital to allow time to think,
expanded vocabulary is a basic ingredient '
for improved thinking ability. Purposeful
expansion of vocabulary would, according
to Hill, help people to think better.
Hill described two areas being taught in
, the workshop, general thinking skills and
improvement of test scores. The last half of
the semester will involve teaching. these
skills to elementary students, presenting
them in a simplified form. ,
In a typical class of the workshop,
a variety of experiences designed to c1as-,
sify, order, examine, and prioritize objects
and ideas or sentences are presented. '
These have included a paper bag. of
various things such as antique tapes,'
directions for - molding application and
gourmet cookbooks .
,Classifyingscrews and, bolts, working, _-" _
with complex. puzzles of spatial relation-
ships, reorganizing ideas from ascrambled
science article, and many other fascinating:
projects challenge class members.
, One student remarked. the class is. both
fun and frustrating, leading to learning and
'helping to identify areas of inferring with·
incomplete or inaccurate Information,
.which is especially-valuable.
Students took standardized' tests at the'
beginning of the class and will retake them
at the' end of it; the goal' is to measure
improvement in thinking skills demon-
strated by higher scores.
·Calendar '
Thursday, March 1
Artists and Writers Series, Larry McMurty,
author of Terms of Endearment, speaks on
"Coming to TenDs," SUB Boisean
Lounge, 8 p.m., free.
Theatre Production, Joan of Lorraine,
SPEC, 8:15 p.m., tickets, $4 general, $2
senior citizens, reservations at 385-1462, 3
to 6 p.m., showing through March 3.
YWCA Literature for Lunch, Barchester
Towers by Anthony Tollope, YWCA, 720
W. Washington, noon to 1 p.m., free.
Friday, March 2
Tickets on sale, Gordon Lightfoot Pavilion
concert March 28, $IO'and $12.50.
70th Animal Fireman's Ball, Elks Ball-
room, music by The Mystics, 9 p.m, to 1
a.m., tickets $6. For more information call
336-1652.
i,,
;
Health Fair,' East Junior High, 9 a.m. to 4
p.m., free.
SPB film, The Harder They Come, SUB
Ada Lounge, 7 p.m., tickets $2.50 general,
$1 BSU students and personnel and senior
citizens. '
Saturday, March 3
Conservation League Auction, Larry
LaRocco is auctioneer, 720 W. Washing-
ton, viewing at 7:30 p.m., auction at 8:15
p.m. -
St. John's Crab Feed and Auction, Red
Lion Riverside, dinner 6:30 to 8 p.m.,
auction 8 p.m, to 9:30 p.m., tickets $15,
available at the door.
, Art Exhibit opening, Boise Gallery of Art,
Art of the Historic Southwest, 10 a.rn. to 5
p.m., Tues. through Fri., admission $1
adults, $.50 seniors, students and children.
Sunday, March 4
SPB film, The Harder They Come, 7 p.m.,
SUB Ada Lounge, tickets $2.50 general, $1
BSU students, personnel and senior
citizens.
Monday, March 5
Art Exhibit opening BSU Museum of Art,
printmaking from Boise collections, first
floor Liberal Arts building, open 10 a.m. to
5 p.m, Mon. through Fri., free.
cold-drill goes on sale at the BSU
Bookstore.
Wednesday, March 7
Health Fair, Capitol Building, II a.rn, to 6
p.m., free. '
Beta Alpha Psi presentation, "Budgeting
and Forecasting."Allen Allers, Controller, '
Ore-Ida, Inc., 7 p.m., Lookout Room,
SUB, free.
Poets on Poetry and Art, Boise Galleryof
Art, 7:30 p.m., free.
,Top tube,
Thursday, March 1
8:00 p.m, The Man From Laramie,
James Stewart, Arthur Kennedy, Cathy
O'Donald. A revenge-seeking man searches,
for the men responsible for his brother's
, death, KTRV-12. "
, 6 ,The UnrvemtjNews y,
9:oop.m.Art in the West: Photography
and the American Frontier, KAID-4.
Friday, March 2 ,
9:00 p.m, Inside Story, KAID-4.
10:00 p.m. Austin City Limits, KAID-4.
Saturday, March 3
5:00. p.m. Ivanhoe, Elizabeth Taylor,
Sebastien Cabot, Robert Taylor. Epic tale
of England in the Middle Ages, KAID-4.
Sunday, March 4 ,
, 5:45 p.m. National Velvet, Angela
Landsbury, Mickey Rooney, Elizabeth
Taylor. A butcher's daughter and a bum
kid train a beautiful horse to win the Grand
National; KAID-4.
Monday, March 5
8:00 p.m, Fred Astaire Salutes the Fox
Musicals, Fred Astaire, Barbra Streisand,
Betty Grable. Astaire hosts a retrospective
presentation of musicals from 20th Century
Fox, KTRV-12
9:00 p.m, Great Performances, "Dance
in America: Don Quixote," KAID-4.
Tuesday, March 6
8:00 p.m, Funny Face, Fred Astaire,
Audrey Hepburn, Suzy Parker. Fashion
magazine sends a bohemian bookstore
clerk to Paris as a model, KTRV-12.
8:00 p.m, Nova, "The Underwater
World of Al Giddings," KAID-4 ..
Wednesday, March 7
8:00 p.m, Shall We Dance, Fred Astaire,
Ginger Rogers, Edward Everett Horton.
Famous ballet dancer and leading revue
artist are forced to get married by their
public, KTRV-12.
8:00 p.m. National Geographic Special,
"Return to Everest," KAID-4.
Radio rave'
Thursday, Minch 1
5:00 p.m, Afterwork Special, Tangerine
Dream, Hyperborea, KBSU-FM, 91.3.
Friday, March 2
5:00 p.m, Afterwork Special, Eric
Clapton's Rainbow Concert, KBSU-FM,
91.3.
Saturday; March 3
7:00 p.m. The Hot Ones, Christine
McV'ie, 2 hrs, KFXD-FM, 95. '
Monday, March 5
5:00 p.m. Afterwork Special, Gary U.S.
Bonds, On the Line, KBSU-FM, 91.3.
Tuesday, March 6
5:00 p.rn, Afterwork Special, Jerry Lee
Lewis, The Session, sides, I and 2,
KBSU-FM, 91.3.
Wednesday, March 7
5:00 p.m, Afterwork Special, Jerry Lee
Lewis, 'The Session, sides 3 and 4,
KBSU-FM, 91.3.
On stage ,
Bouquet: Extatics ,
Crazy Horse: Boys Town
Pengilly's: Bob and Bill Show,
Rusty Harpoon: Kona
Sandpiper: Glass and Cain
Tom Gralney's: Dave Electrode and the
, Ghetto Blasters
Whiskey River:· Passage
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Art in the SUBi
Young graduated from Northern Michigan
University in 1975 and received his master's
degree in art education frorn'BSU in 1978. His
paintings and drawings represent an ongoing
investigation into still life and figure subject
mastery.
Both artists have participated in national
shows, and their works are available for sale.
The Ada Lounge will be open Mondays through
Sundays from 8 a.m, to midnight. The show is
free and open to the public.
Former BSU art students Thomas M. Rockne
and Richard A. Young will have their
photographs, paintings and drawings-on display
in the Ada Lounge of the SUB through March
22. .
Rockne, a 1983 graduate of BSU, will show
photographs which represent several years of
effort by the artist and are concerned with a
conceptual approach to the medium; He is
currently teaching photography part-time at
BSU. He has also studied in Los Angeles and
Boston.
cold drill Art prints displaved
A range of artwork representing various
printing techniques will be on display in the BSU
Museum of Art, beginning March 5 and
continuing through March 26. The prints are
owned by Boise area collectors •.
Intaglio, woodcut and screen printing
,techniques Win be demonstrated by the 28 piece
exhibit. Artists such as Durer, Whistler, and
Kollwitz will be featured in the d!sl'lay.
, .The Museum of Art, located on the ground
floorot the Liberal Arts J,ruilding, is open
weekdays from 9 a.m, toSp.m. and is free to
the public.
Cold-drill, Boise State's national award
winning literary magazine, goes on sale at BSU's
bookstore March 1.
The 1984 cold-drill was compiled by
co-editors Janice Pavlic and Russ P. Markus,
associate editor Jeff Morris, and faculty advisor
Tom Trosky. Sally Spiker served as art editor.
Cold-drill is published annually by Boise State
University. ' ,
~he 1984 edition of cold-drill contains poetry,
fiction and essays by Idaho authors. Also
included is the first edition of cold-drill
EXTRA, amaga-paper forum for the free
expression of thoughts and ,opinions;'
-•4$, ;
2Weekend workshop
The Center for Continuing Education at BSU
is offering a one-credit weekend workshop on
Watercolor/Goauche landscape painting on
Saturday, March 3 and Saturday, March 10.
The workshop is from 9 a.m, to 4 p.m. both
days in room 25 Iof the BSU Liberal Arts
building. .
The instructor is Dr. Louis Peck, chairman of
BSU's Art department. The cost is $48.50 for
part-time students and there is no charge for
full-time students.
For more information telephone the Center
for Continuing Education at 385-3293.
Benefitauction
The Idaho Conservation League is sponsoring
their 4th annual benefit auction Saturday,
March 3rd, at 720 W. Washington Street, Boise.
The auction is being held to raise funds for
ICL's legislative efforts in preserving Idaho's
environment. '
Larry LaRocco will be the auctioneer. Public
exhibit begins at 7:30 p.m., main auction begins
at8:15p.m.
Auction items include outdoor gear, ski trips,
river trips, watercolors, pottery, restaurant
meals, photography, wines and much more.
Admission is free and includes no-host
refreshments, Folk music will be performed by
Ants In The Pants String Band, Clogging will be
performed by The Hot Potatoe Foot Band.
For more information on the auction and
donations, please contact Mary Kelly, 345-6933
or Wendy Oberlin, 342-7315. Donations are
fully tax deductible.
.
}
Final performance
"A Dancing Force," BSU's in-residence
dance troupe, will present their final
performance ofthe 1983-84 season March 9 and
10 in the SPEC at 8 p.m,
The dance company, comprised of 18BSU
students, will present two evenings of •'Perfect
Contrast, " featuring all styles of dance from
modem to jazz to ballet. The performance will
be aided by special effects and lighting designed
by BSU theatre arts students.
The troupe has already performed "Perfect
Contrast" at the College of Idaho and has held
several workshops in the pastfew months. In
addition to the BSU performance several
members will perform three or four dances prior
to the 5:30 and '7:30 p.m. shows at 8th Street
Cinema Friday.
Tickets for the BSU performance are $3 in
advance and can be purchased from dance
company members or at the SUB Information
.Booth, The cost at the door is $3.50. For more
information contact Lori Head at 385-1613.
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Moore makes "Yours"
by Bill Barrett
The University News
K.C. comes back
by Edith Decker
The University News
Pizza To Go pretty good
Pizza To Go ~ffers a unique service in _._'
the Boise area; the' custom-made uncooked ,
pizza. Their slogan is "We make 'em, you '
bake 'em." However, there is a small oven
on the premises which will cook a medium ' '.
sized pie. The Nell'S staff sampled a 12 inch
combo.
" Staff members generally found the crust
! a little thin for their taste, but, all staff
members agreed that the toppings were
plentiful and in the correct proportions to
each other. '
The Pizza To Go pizza is an excellent
buy, with a small (nine inches) cheese pizza
at $1.95 and the large combo at $9.75. The
{jnfaithjully Yours stars Dudley Moore
as Claude Eastman, celebrated conductor
of the New York Philharmonic orchestra.
Nastassia Kinski plays his young wife'
Danielle, whom he's understandably, un-
controllably, jealous of. '
If you're familiar with this actress, you'
know she's been playing a cherry-ripe
seductress since she was fifteen. .
This film' has the perfect odd couple
(Kinski and Moore) to fit Jhe script. As in
10, Moore does an applaudable perfor-
mance of stumbling and fumbling. Director
Howard Zieff's style of handling him here
is ingenious.
This film does what many films fail to
do: it puts the right actors in the' fight
places, making the scriptwriter invisible. It
also does something else I, appreciate: it
dgesn't alienate every viewer who isn't part
of the Neilsen ratings-style "norm".
This is a film for grownups,' however.
That it got a PG rating is surprising.
There's really nothing too risque about it,
it's just a movie that kids around. The
actors are just kidding around also. Of
course, this is why it's hard to believe little
Faculty music
BSU faculty-musicians Constance Speake and
Robert Billington will present an evening of
piano and, flute duets and solos Friday, March
2, at8: 15 p.m. in the BSU Music Auditorium.
Tickets for the performance may be
purchased at the door and are $4 for general
'admission and $2 for students and senior
citizens, with all proceeds donated to a music
scholarship fund. BSU students and personnel
will be admitted free of charge.
K.C., of Sunshine Band fame, has made
a solo with his Dl,W video, "Give. It Up."
The video begins innocently enough but
develops into an imaginative creation.
At ,the beginning, two characters are
digging a ditch near a house. One character
enters the house and simultaneously enters
a world of odd creatures and a magic,
purple-haired child ·who helps him release
some Captive human/unicorns.
Although the song is not a hit, (and
might never be) the video is worth a look if
only for the make-up and costuming. These
create a medieval backdrop as good battles
evil in this mythical place. The make-up
GalleryIl show
Paintings and photographs by R.D.
Uhlenkott will be displayed in the BSU Art
Department Gallery II March 2 through 16. The
gallery is located on the second floor of the
Liberal Arts building, and is open 10 a.m. to 5
p.m, Mon. through Fri. Admission is free.
Hypnosis, seminar
A seminar designed to reduce stress through ,
hypnosis will be at BSU March 8 from 7-9 p.m:
in the SUB Lookout Room.
Cherie Soria, a certified hypnotherapist and
national lecturer currently practising in Sun
I ' Valley, will give the two hour workshop. Soria
will discuss what hypnosis is and howit can be
used for personal growth and management.
Participants will experience stress control
through visualization.. '
Tickets for the seminar may be purchased in
advance for $10 at the BSU SUB information
desk or atthe door for $11. Self hypnosis tapes
will be available for purchase. '
Seminar participants are encouraged to wear
comfortable clothin'g and bring a blanket, as
hypnosis lowers body temperature. The seminar
is sponsored by the BSUCommunication '
Department.
Movies'
Dudley Moore as a knife-wielding, jealous
husband out to get revenge on the would-be
husband-cheater and Claude's would-be
best froJ:I1 the orchestra. DUdley Moore
most graphically plots and plans the
murder of his wife with mad' scientist vigor
while conducting a concert. This segment is
probably the best part of the film.
Despite a poor, if not false, start ,
Unfaithfully Yours rescued me from the
doldrums and I felt entertained. This is a
great daters' movie, but not for the kids.
Perhaps an "R" rating would be more
appropriate, unless, of course, Kinski's
nude body is in the public domain by now.
·;fJ··
alone is a triumph as villains, goblins,
unicorns and other colorful, magical
creatures prance before the screen at a
perfectly-staged, quick pace.
The video ends with the hero character
and his freed companions jumping into a
mist which the purple-haired child makes
solid just in time. The scene effectively
closes when the child laughs and the picture
breaks up.
The song is generally average but the
video has great promise. -
drawback is that, as the store's slogan
suggests, you have to cook the- pizza
yourself. •
Pizza To Go is located at 1032 Broad-
,way, and their hours are noon to 9 p.m,
Moriday .through Thursday, noon to 10
p.m, Friday and saturday, and l-p.m. to 8
'p.m. Sunday.
'" i
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Racquetball makes big hit on BSU campus
by Bill Sharp
The University News
1'0 engage in this sport may cause you to
extend your budget for equipment. If you
play at the pavilion the recreation office has
rackets to check out, and other facilities
have similar arrangements or may require a
nommai lee. .
Shouldyou want ot buy your own, racket
prices start at $12. Similarly, eye
protection will range from $15 to $25,
depending upon how high a value you place _
on your eyes.
As a fitness activity class, the popularity
of Racquetball, coupled with the small size
of the classes, causes it to be one of the first
to fill up, Spitzer said.
This should not discourage anyone who
really wants to try the sport. On campus
the recreation office has organized
intramural teams in several sports, includ-
ing racquetball. They also have a list of
people who need someone to play.
With the limited number of courts on
campus and high interest, finding time to
use pavilion courts can be difficult. Spitzer
suggested that those wo have this problem
check the reservation lists for early morning
times (6:30-7:30).
These times are usually available year-
round. The recreation office has
established open and reserved court hours
to maximize use of the facilities by persons
on campus.
Only full and part-time BSU students,
faculty and staff are allowed to reserve time
'on a court. BSU alumni and lifetime
pavilion members may only play during
open hours.
Those persons without reservations may
use a court if one is not in use. The off-
campus facilities in town have hours and
rules for use similar to the courts on
campus.
For those of you into new competition,
the recreation program is acquiring equip-
ment for Wolieyball, a game that has been
gaining popularity all over the country for
several years. It uses volleyball-type
equipment and rules on the racquetball
courts. Spitzer said, "It will be available
next fal!."
During these on and off winter days
Racquetball can provide you with a
workout in a short time on courts at' the
pavilion, the YMCA and at several health
clubs around (Own.
Racquetball can be played by persons of
all ages in or out of doors and on one, three
or four walled courts. The only equipment
needed is: a racket, similar to' a tennis
racket only smaller, a two and a quarter
inch hard rubber ball, and a pair of athletic
shoes.
The object of the game is to hit the ball
off the end wall of the court in such a way
that the opponent can not return it. The
accumulation of 21 points completes a
game and three games constitute a match.
Though there are various strategies, success
depends upon skill, speed and endurance.
the most popular playing area is the four
walled court. The fast pace of this game
allows most people to walk onto the court
and enjoy a fun game fairly soon,
according to Terry Spitzer, Campus
Recreation Director and a teacher of fitness
activities at BSU.
The sport appears to be a combination of
aerobic and anaerobic exercise requiring
players to repeat quick maneuvers and slow
strategis movements. Overall, Spitzer said,
"It is good physical exercise."
However, like any other sport, Spitzer
warned, "There are dangers." The one
major concern, due to the confined playing
area and fast speed of the ball, is with eye
injuries.
This and other safety concerns, requires'
all metal, wooden and aluminum rackets
(used at the pavilion) to have protective
guards and wrist straps.
Though goggles or protective eyewear are
not required they are strongly recom-
mended. Spitzer pointed out that recent
reports indicate some lensless gogles are not
sufficient protection from injury, so
players should choose their equipment
carefully.
Oregon Invitational indoor high jump title
with a jump of 7 feet, three inches.
The BSU mens basketball team suffered
two heart breaking defeats at the hands of
Big Sky opponents, losing to Northern
Arizona 70-69 and to Nevada-Reno 52-50.
The Broncos had a chance to win both
games. A charging call against forward
Ron, Grossert with two seconds left in the
game ended the Broncos hopes against
NAU and a 30 foot shot by Reno guard
Dannie Jones with nine seconds left spelled
defeat against Reno.
The Broncos were hurt by the absence
of forward Vince Hinchen, the leading
by Jeff Kline
The University News
Jake Jacoby highlighted an otherwise
disappointing week for Boise State athletes'
by winning the Big Sky Conference high
jump title at the conference championships
held Feb. 25 and 26 in Flagstaff, Ariz:
Jacoby set a Big Sky Conference record
with his jump of 7 feet 5VI inches, beating
the old record of 7-1% he set last year. The
record jump qualified Jacoby to compete in
the upcoming Summer Olympic Game
trials to be held in Los Angeles this spring.
Last week Jacoby won his third straight
Sports briefs
after junior college players in Southern
California.
According to Setencich, the signing of
.only three freshmen is deceiving. The
Broncos will bring back 17 freshmen
redshirts from last season, so BSU will
actually have at least 20 freshmen in the
program. In addition, there may be more
walk-ons and Canadian players who will
. j~~n~he .t.~ later:
Broncos receive 18
.lettersof intent.
The .Outdoor Activities Center will
present the Telemark Ski Film Festival
Thursday, March 8 at 7:30 p.m, ,
The festival will show "Telemarking into
the 80's," "A Sawtooth Odyssey," and a
mini-lecture on "Backcoutry Tele-
marking." -
The film festival is co-sponsored by the
Cooperative for Outdoor Recreation
Experience and will beheld in Rm, 112 of
the Education Building, The eveling- is
free. "
Telemark festivalSecond-year football coach Lyle
Setencich has announced that three high
school seniors and 15 junior college
transfers have signed national letters of
intent to attendBSU on athletic scholar-
ships.
Two, of the high school seniors, Kip
Crofts (6-2, 230 lbs.) and Kini Hilliard (6-5,
230), both _from Meridian High School,
were among the best players in the state last
.year.
Setencich also signed 15 JC transfers,
including Steve Harris, a 5-11, -180 pound
free safety who was one of the most sought
8 ,TheUnivtrsity News Wednesday, February 29, 1984
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Raquetball courts are avllilable In the Pavilion. Photo by 'Ross P. Markus_
scorer in the Big Sky Conference, who
missed both games because of the flu.
Boise State now has an overall record of
14-11, and are 5-7 in Big Sky games. They
will play their final two regular season
games at hoine this week, facing Weber
State on Thursday and Idaho State on
Saturday. '
In womens basketball' action, BSU lost
the final two home games of the year.
Montana State edged the Broncos 68-66
and Montana State edged the Broncos
68~66 and Montana won;I-S·7. The
Broncos are 11-14 for the season and'4-8 in
Mountain West Athletic Conference
- ,
Jacoby highlights disappointing week for Broncos
The. Outdoor Activities Center is also
sponsoring telemark lessons. Sign-up will
be March 11, and the class will be taught by
Dave Markham, a nordic certified
instructor.
For more information, call 385-1455.
Benefit for Cody
A benefit basketball game will be held
before the BSU"WeberState-game: It is a"
fund-raiser for Co~y Taylor and T.J.
Davis, two Treaure ,Valley boys who are
running up high medical bills because of
illness.
Bogus ski challenge'
The Mogul Challenge will be held March
8 at Bogus Basin ski area ski competition is
open to men and women. The race on the
Cascade Run is set for 7:30 and registration
is from 5:30 to 6:30 'at Bogus Basin Ski
School. Fee is $3.50 and will benefit Bogus
Basin Freestyle Association. .
games. Th\;Ywill play the final games of the
- season on the road against Idaho and
Eastern Washington.. ,
In the Big Sky wrestling tournament
held in Ogden, uiah, the BSU wrestling
team finished third behind Idaho State and
defending champion Weber State. BSU was
led by Tracy Yeates, who was named the
tournament's outstanding wrestler after
winning the 118 pound division despite a
recent rib injury. The Broncos won two,
other individual titles, with Stan Armstrong
winning the 126 pound division and Dan
Bicandi winning at 150 pounds.
Bowling takes tops
BSU's womens bowling team took the
title in' the' Collegiate Regionals in
, Bozeman; Mont. last weekend.
The outstanding bowler of the tour-
namentwas Janet Woolum. she brought
ho.me the all-events title with ~ 1,599 point
total. With this win she qualifies tor the
World Cup Team Trials held later in the
year in Niagara'FliIIS; N':y~'- -~-- .. ---:---'
Cheryl Hibbs and Shane Brown were also
bowling strongly that weekend. Hibbs
captured the women's singles title with a
565 point total after thirty frames. Woolum
was right behind her with a 545.
Brown gained second places for BSU in
both singles and all-events competition in
the men's division.
McCall ski weekend'
, A croSs-country ski weekendinMcCall is '
sched~led March 2 through March 4. The
event!s sponsored by the Sierra Club. For,
more mformationcall 345~3235.
Comics··
SYLVIAMis~ Bronco
Party worries
Dear Miss Broncu,
I have four parties that I've been invited
to this Friday. I just can't decide which
party or parties I should go to. Please give
me some criteria for a good party so I won't
go wrong and miss out on the furi.
Signed,
Is This The Right Party
Dear ITTRP,
Numero Uno, "as far as I'm concerned
, anyway, is will there be the facilities for
creating a euphoric; semi-long existence. In
other words, will there be booze. Alcohol
may not be everything but it is definitely
something. People do funny things when
they get sloshed.
When you combine this fact with the
realization that no matter what semi-funny
things people are doing, if you are sloshed,
everything is funny. What makes really
hilarious parties is when someone does
something extremely funny and you are
extremely sloshed ..jocularity ensues.
Another - consideration is who will be
there. I know it sounds elitist but it makes a
difference. If you happen to be gay, for
instance, you might not want to wander
into the Tri- Delta sorority party. _I can .
guarantee a better time if you know the
people you're going to be partying with.
If you're into eating, as all weak-bodied
humans are, think about the kind of people
and the kind of food you could be stuffing
into your face. A barbeque and lots of beer
may be more appealing to you than a'
SAGA-catered soiree. .
You might also want to consider music,
or dancing in your decision. If you're into
Glenn Miller, for instance, you might not
want to check out the Crazy Horse to find
out which group is tearing the place down
this week.
Location is another important fact to
consider. If the party you've just got to go
to is in Sun Valley and you have no car,
you'll have to strap on the snowshoes early
in the afternoon to make it. This brings us
to a serious point (Yes, I can be serious on
ocassion.)
Whatever happens, for whatever reason, .
don't drink and drive. Stay off the road for
the sake of the suckers you might kill if you
don't care about your own life and limb.
Your very own, party hardy
Let's float on a slow bottle to China,
Miss Bronco
Brother's threat
Dear Miss Bronco,
I know who you are, and you're in a lot
of trouble.
Big Brother
Dear Bro,
I've heard that you're always watching,
but don't you think this Terminal God
Syndrome is getting a little out of hand? .
You seem to have forgotten that I have
little spies of my own, and I know about the
-blonde in Jamaica and your drinking
problem. My best advice is; watch your
step. -
Your own, '.
Microfilmed,
Wired for Sound,
Miss Bronco
If you' are the proud. possessor .0/
troubles that need shooting, the University
. News troubleshooter can be reached by
writing to Mis,sBronco, University News,
1910UniversityDrive, Boise, Idaho 8372$.
by Nicole Hollander~-...
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A stone's Throw The Real PuZzle'· Solution
Out of order
by'Don Rubin
To solve OIlt 01 order, you
bad to know video games
Inside out.
The solution -7, 10. 8, 6, 3,
12, 9; 5. 1. 11, 2, 4 - Involved
the capture of three stars and .
the IO$Sof one dot.
This is an overhead view of
a house made of glass. We'd
like you to throw a slone (that
is. draw a straight Hne) com-
pletely through the dwelling
- in one window and out
another - without breaking
any of the glass.
Please note that all of the
windows, but only some of the
window shades, are open. You
may. not open more shades,
rearrange any of the Iumlsh-
ings, or in any way clear a
path that isn't already clear.
The chimney is oul The house
is ready to go.
Remember,lhere may be
objects in the way of your
two-dimensional· line that
aren't in the way of the three-
dimensional stone. Oh. just try
It.
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Guest Opinion.
Make all Idaho public education fee free
Quinion
Library; time to change
Something is rotten in the library. During normal operations, the BSU library
closes at S p.m, on Fridays and Saturdays, which means that any students who
want to study Friday or Saturday evening will not be able to use the resources in
the library.
While this may be perfectly all right for the student who goes to classes all week
and only wants to see the bottom of a rapidly drained beer mug come the weekend,
many of the students at BSU don't have any other opportunities to use the library's
resources.
BSU is often described as a non-traditional school. This means that the
returning student, who is often working 20-30 hours a week, is prevalent on this
campus.
It seems reasonable that the library of a non-traditional university should hve
non-traditional hours which fit the needs of students.
According to Ralph Hansen, Assistant Librarian, the library sets its hours by
student demand, and that when they stayed open later the building was pretty well
emptied by 6 p.m. anyway. But Hansen also said that library hours haven't
changed in about three years.
The makeup of a student body can change radically in the space of three years.
The time has come for students to make their needs known.
The Idaho legislature is considering
legislation, which would amend the state
statutes to require the State Board of
Education to "establish tuition rates for
undergraduate resident students. The
tuition if imposed would not exceed
one-third of the statewide average cost of
undergraduate instruction at the University
of Idaho, Idaho State University, Boise
State University and Lewis-Clark State
College.
The public education funding philosophy
inherent in this proposal inust be compared
and contrasted with the current Idaho
constitution Article IX, Section I, which
states:
There have been not only curricular
changes, but countless changes in so many
different fields occurring at ever-increasing
rates that the term future shock has been
invented to describe the situation. For a
person to be an intelligent citizen-elector, a
productive economic team member, and an
individual capable of self-satisfying
personal endeavors, that person today must
be better and jnore continuously educated
than. ever before. And since our govern-
ment, and to a large extent, our economy is
based on the premise that everyone fulfills
these criteria, then the public education
system is the only realistic vehicle through
which these continuing mass education
requirements can be met.
More people than ever before are now
attending collegs either immediately from
high school or they are returning to school
from the workforce for more or new
coursework. Attendance' is up because
more people realize it is more necessary
than ever before. Post-secondary education
is no longer just the privilege of the wealthy
or only those who can secure a financial
patron, but it is either a direct or indirect
necessity of every citizen. ,
Today post-secondary education is not
just more common, it is an indispensable
part of American society. I do not mean to
'suggest that everyone should have or that
Letter from the editor
everyone needs a university degree. But it is
true that college educated individuals have
made an indelible, irreversible mark in
every sector of our society, and that each of
us benefits to some degree from the
collective contributions of these graduates.
And, therefore, since each of us benefits,
each of us as taxpayer should pay our fair
share for the services of the institutions that
educate the students. If we will recognize
our colleges and universities are as common
and as necessary a part of the public,
education system as the elementary school,
then it is a simple step to, recognize that our
present constitutional philosophy is even
more appropriate today than it was nearly a
century ago when it was written. Our
present Idaho constitution mandates a
public, free common education, for which-
the legislature must provide funds. The
• legislature should not only not be consider-
ing constitutional amendments for tuition,
but it should be considering revenue
measures to collect the funds necessary to
replace present resident fee revenue.
At the suggestion that. the increased
economic benefits to the graduate render
this proposal inequitable, let us remember a
couple of things. First, our tax system is
supposed to be progressive, that is, an
individual with a higher income pays at a
higher tax rate. So, to the extent that the
r
Legislature to establish system of free
schools>- The stability of a republican form
of government depending mainly upon the
intelligence of the people, it shall be the
duty of the legislature of Idaho, to establish
and maintain a general, uniform and
thorough system of public, free common
schools.
The first school established in America
was the Boston Latin School in 1636.
Comparing today's curricula, with that
implied by the school's name would suggest
there have been curricular and course
content changes in the intervening years.
, : Letters, '
The University News is changing. Four
weeks ago Josephine Jones turned over her
staff and office to me and because of the
difference in editing styles I. have found 'it
necessary to make some changes in the
format and style of the paper.
Many of these changes will be subtle
enough you may not notice them right off,
but they do reflect a shift in direction and
editorial policy.
The most noticeable change is on the
comics page. "Slugboy" and "Waldradt's
, Strip" have been replaced by "Sylvia" and
"The Frameup." The classified ads have
been moved to, their .own page and our
troubleshooting column, Miss Bronco,
which will be renamed by next issue, will
appear in the classifieds' old space.
Other changes include the Opinion page.
There will be more guest opinions and,
beginning next week, a weekly pro-con
presentation on some issue affecting BSU.
Editorials will nolonger be signed, and will
reflect the •opinions ·of the editorial staff
instead of just one person. "
We will also be incorporating a new page
called "The Other Page.""The· Other
Page" coverage will include consumer, and
, human interest stories.:' "The Campus. News,
graduate benefits economically, so also
shall that graduate contribute to the public
coffers which originally funded the degree.
Second, if paying sales, income, and some
other school related taxes long enough,
they have paid their dues. Those taxes,
accumulating over several years of
residency; should build an educational
entitlement which' already has a consti-
tutional foundation.
There is a question of funding equity in
the transition period between the current
fee system and a fee free Idaho resident
education. What length of time should an
individual 'have been a resident of the state
before that individual or his or her children
may attend an Idaho college or university
fee free? Should present Idaho residents be
asked to support an influx of out-of-state
students seeking quick residency for
university fee purposes? The legislature
should lengthen the time necessary to'
establish Idaho residency for fee free
post-secondary education. But current
Idaho residents should also be able to rest
assured that with their taxpaying residency
firmly established in Idaho, their and their
children's constitutional entitlement for a
public, free common education shall not be
abridged. ' ,
Ken Marcy
Page" will concern itself with news--things
that are happening on campus and in the
community which are breaking stories.
Our front page coverage will extend
beyond the borders of BSU to the Boise
community, the state and the country if the
events are goint to affect the BSU student.
The Academic Q & A and Employment
Outlook pages will no longer be run on the
same week.: but will alternate. In but &
About, we will no longer 'be reviewing
pizzas. This may not sit well with everyone,
but we had to cut something somewhere to
make room for the new elements students
have been telling us they would like to see.
Lastly, a small confession: not all of the
changes have been student-mandated.
Some of them reflect my own personal '
.biases as a journalist and Communication
major. I know the Nev.'S can't hope to be
the perfect paper for everyone, but with
these changes, we. are becoming more
broadly based in our coverage of things
.that are of interest to students.'
Kelly Love
Editor-in Chief
When I was finally admitted to the
Cameras in Pavilion concert, I questioned a couple of the road
, crew for Genesis why they wouldn't let
cameras in the show, they said it was the
Editor of The News, Pavillion Management and not Genesis. I
I would like to express my concerns also asked a couple of. the ushers I know
about not being able to take my camera to and they also confirmed the road crews'
the BSU Pavillion concerts. . statements.
I bought my tickets at D' Alessandros and As the concert started, I noticed camera
asked if there were any restrictions about, flashes going off everywhere. What is the
taking cameras before I purchased- my deal? If it's restricted it should be for
tickets. The ticket salesman replied NO everyone. What's left, are they going to
restrictions. search everyone? If so, you Will never see
As I was walking towards my entrance, I' this concert goer again in the Pavillion.
noticed a sign about the door, No Cameras Iwent to ZZTop on January 29, 1984
or Recording. Equipment Allowed. I pro- and walked in with my camera bag in hand
ceeded to the entranceand when I walked and, had no problems. I use Kodak 1000
in the ticket takei'asked if I had a camera in film :with, no .flash so I feel I'm not
my bag. ",' " bothering anyone with a flash.
I replied yes, and he said they were not As 'a taxpaying citizen going to a public
allowed.and I would have to put it in my place, I feel I should be able to use my
car. camera if so desired. They should either say
, I said there were no signs where I .cameras allowed, cameras with no flash
purchased my tickets !U1dhe didn't know only or no cameras at all. _ '
how to reply., Then I wascon(ronted by " If it's-the last alternative, I'll keep the
three to fourPoliee officers and they, said' $13.50 and buy soine fIlm.-
the group Genesis-requested there be no '
cameras. 'C. Barber
_",A",
Classified
Personals
GMK - Roses are red, sapphires are blue,
There's someone in Colorado who likes
youl Just wanted you to know how much
your friendship means to me. I hope our
friendship will continue to grow. You're
very special to me. Let's stay close, even if
we ~r~ far awayl A.I.L. Kevin.
Lesbian, Gay and Friends discussion
group. 383-6901.
Rent
Sunliner Motel - Color Cable TV with Free
movie channel. Queen waterbeds. Direct
Dial phone. 344-7647. 3433 Chinden Blvd.
Student discount (with proper 10).
Roommate Wanted for 3 bedroom, 1800
sq.ft, east end house .. 5 minutes driving
time from BSU. Approx. cost of rent plus
expences$l60/month. Call 338-9364.
$100 off deposit. 2 bedroom townhouses,
1'/2 . oath from $260. Swimming pool &
laundry room. Adult living. Scandia Apart-
ments. Call 345·5321.
Food, Entertainment
Brass Lamp Pizza Vista Ave. Look for
their coupon this issue. $2.50 pitchers for
Tuition stance
Continued from page J.
services.
If tuition was to take effect, students
would pay $160 in tuition along with the
$240 in fees in the first year. The second
year an additional $44 would be added to
the base tuition of $160 and the third year
$88 would be added to the base tuition.
'Although fees might change within that
three year period, students could expect to
pay $493 in tuition and fees per semester.
But Jung warns that that figure is only an
.estimate. He said fees and tuition would
most likely increase in the future. .,
The. ASBSU's position is' not in agree-
ment with the positions of Idaho's other
four year institutions. The University of
Idaho hasbeen vocal in its opposition to th
the tuition proposal.
Doug Jones, lobbyist for U of I said that
U of I has consistently opposed any form of
tuition in the state. According to him, the
A!SU senate has too many questions about
what the cost of education would be to the
students should tuition be imposed.
"It's (current tuition legislation) far
from being a decent policy right now," said
Jones. "We want a better plan, and want
the legislature to solve their own
problems. "
Jones said that he'd like to see the 1984
legislature toss the policy out.this session.
"I'd like to see the tuition question become
a state campaign issue," Jones said.
According to him, the major difference
between U of I's approach to the tuition
policy and BSU's is that U of I is telling .
BSU students, discounts for dorm parties. program. Free details; Thomson Enter-
prises, Box 79347, Houston, Tx. 77279."
Prepare for summer. Lose unwanted
pounds without starvation diet ..• Easy when
you know the secret. Free details. Thomson
Enterprises, Box 79347, Houston, Tx,
77279.
Wanted: Success-oriented, self-motivated
individual to work 2-4 hours per week
placing and filling posters on campus. Earn
$500:plus each school year. 1-800-243-6679
Jobs wanted.
Professional Typing .. .Term papers,
theses, manuscripts, resumes, letters, etc.
Proofreading included. Free 'pick-up and
delivery on campus, downtown and north
end. Moiiie Needham, 385-0203.
Wanted: Sponsor to donate any desired
amount (your decision) to Heart Associa-
tion Fund Drive. I will run from Ed. Bldg.
to Business Bldg. at time and date. mutually
acceptable. June Porr, 376-9184.
For Sale
Winfields offers. 20070 off all wedding &
engagement sets. Lower level 8th St.
Marketplace. 343-3172.
Grant's Car & Truck Stop A complete
menu 24 hrs, Try us for an after-hour treat.
1-84& Broadway interchange.
Midnight Movies at the Mann 4-plex. See
display ad this issue.
SPB Movie $2.50 general public, $1
student. March 2 & 4, SUB Ada Lounge.
"The Harder They Come"
Fireside Inn: The place. to kick back and
relax. Happy hour 4:30 • 6:00 weekdays,
special price on pitchers & drafts. 31st and
State behind the Texaco.
Louie's Pizza & Italian Restaurant. Come
in and enjoy our big screen TV. Entire
menu is available to go.
Help Wanted
Do You Have a personal Computer? $240
to $480 weekly now possible while using
your personal computer, No experience or
skills required. Guaranteed. For complete
details, please send a stamped self-
addressed envelope to LWG, 322 W. 920 S.
Provo, UT 84601.
BIG savings on your food bills and
unprecedented opportunity to earn sub-
stantial income with sensational food
legislators why they won't support the
policy and what is wrong with" proposal
while BSU says under what conditions they
will support in state tuition.
"Our position is a little safer," said
Jones. According to him, once the
legislature hears that BSU is supporting
'tuition, they won't listen to anything else,
including BSU's stipulations about accept-
ing the policy.
Idaho State University's outgoing
student body president, Tony Paniogue
l:/iaid that ISU's senate recently voted
against a resolution supporting the tuition
policy with certain stipulations. But accord-
ingto Paniogue, ISU;has not taken a-strong .
stance on the tuition question. JSU recently
held its student elections and Paniogue says
it's possible that the newly elected senate
will have different views about tuition.
Personally, Paniogue said he supports
tuition provided that the student's fair
share be set at 250J0 "of the total cost of
education and not the 30070the state has
mandated as the student's fair share. "I
think we have to be aware of the possibility
that tuition, if presented to the voters,
would be passed," he said.
"We need to hand them a proposal, and
not a complaint," said ASBSU senator
Steve Jackson, Health Sciences.
But Jackson has his concerns regarding
the policy. "No dollar figure has been
determined as the student's fair cost," he
said. "Keep that in mind." Jackson said
that ASBSU needs to be decisive in this
matter. "We can't put this one on the
backburner. "
,<
Tool Mart-we buy tools. 343·1914, 3701
Overland.
1978 Kimball Superstar electronic organ,
$500 cash only. 336-2945.
1975 Datsun B2102 door. Air Condition,
asking $1200. Call 342-2073 after 5 p.m, or
weekend.' -
Kiln, gas. 12 cu. ft w/shelves and posts. 1
yr. old. Like new. paid over $2500.
Sacrifice for $1700.384-5123.
Antiques' are universal at Universal
Antiques. 336-7616. 2115 Kootenai .:
Jogging Is good for your health ... Thrifty
Nickel Want Ads are good for your wealth.
1407 Vista. 344-4358.
Cal in your CLASSIFIEDS
10¢ a word
:~.:~.~',:~~:.~'..:.~'~~l:~.~.::_1. ~ ~' ..' ~ j, \..•.~',:~: .~:_;:,.,,:~~~.:~~,_~~_~r~-_~~~~_:"':.t:,": ~::_~~~:~~
~
• NEED • WBITERS!
._-~ ~-"_.- \,.'",-
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r
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ji
APPLY 2ND FLOORSUB·
~.
ROAD IN 5 MILE PLAZA CfN'IfR
Heavy Metal
.Holy Grail
Risky Business
$2.00 off
any shoe
__. ,.repair
with this
coupon
~.
OVERLAND
SH0.-wAIR
Feature:
March 2& 4
SUB Ada Lounge
The Harder
They Come
The (l97~~Jamaican
C~98m.)D:Perry Henzell .
.Jimmy Cliff, Janet
Barkley, Carl Bradshaw,
Ras Daniel Hartman,
Bobby Charlton.
.7:00p.m.
Students
.$1.00
General Public
··$2.50
JeR'sVolkswagen
Specialties "
, ' ,
Since 1963Winter
Tune-Up
Special
GRANT'S TR~CK,& CAR STOlt
A complete menu 24 hrs.
Tr'l us for an after hour treat
184," BROADWAY ,INTERCHANGE
STEVEN G. SNAPP, O.D.
Assumirig the practice of
Dr. R.W. Gavin·
Hillcrest Plaza. 5248 Overland
Boise. Idaho 83705
Phone' (208) 3424841
404 S. 8th 8th Street
Marketplace Lower Level
572 Vista Av.
parts & labor
375-4686
4433 Adams
.
-.:::::- ........ ".,1343·3172
'/2P'l.0.-e.
cS/ning
.su.
df Qu.a.£ity
.se;«;
of
oVE.W-to- 'You
(![otfz~R
1218 23wadway
ac'tOj,.1 ('tom
!i:3ut9£t 6 !buw
342-4879
dl1on.-d:'at. taam - 6ftm
FAMILY VISION CARE
CONTACT LENSES
SPORTS VISION
, ,"
, ,I
BR.ASS LAMP
PIZZ4
"The Broncos hometown favorite since 1964"
*MTV, Classic movies on big screen T.V.
*"$2.50 Pitchers for BSU students
* Live bands on' weekends
* Discounts for dorm partiesr---------------------~~~---,, I. GOOD FOR ONE FREE PITCHER I
1 with the purchase ofa full price 1
I, medium or giant pizza ' 1
L1 , , Expires March 31,1984: - ,', "'1
1
.. _~---~----~------~-~------~-344-6541
SHAPE-UP
FOR
SPRINGI
R
RUSSELL
ATHLETIC
!
if.
!I
'i
jl
II
ii
I!
I' ~
12 The u.n,ive1'§.itj1New~ ,fednesday, February~9,1984 ,
HOODED FULL·
ZIP FLEECE. Ji
SWEAT JACKET If.
14.95'~11
'\In navy. royal. ox-
ford grey. or white.
Sizes S-XL.
DRAWSTRING
FLEECE SWEAT
PANTS
9'.95
Extra Long
Lengths
1'1.95
In navy, royal, ox-
ford grey, or white.
Sizes XS-XL.
"SUPERSTAR" LEATHER
. BASKETBALL SHOES
Reg. $46.95 39 95
Style AG1221 •
iiiiiiI
TUBE SOCKS Our reg. $2.95
In white with'
assorted color
stripes.
..
